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To understand the present status of

University, it is necessary to have some appreciation tor

its relatively brief history. In 1961, the Board of Control

adopted a set of plans for the development of what was then

known to be a new University at Boca Raton. This plan is

generally referred to as the BRUMBAUGH REPORT. Dr. Brumbaugh

was Director of the Planning Commission for the new university.

This commission made its recommendations in the light of a

specific set of recommendations that had been made by Dr. John

D. Ivey, Jr .. who had done his work in 1959. The following

statement is taken from the BRUMBAUGH REPORT and establishes

the general framework within which this university was to devel-

op and become a part of the University System.

"The university at Boca Raton is designed to comple-
ment the other institutions in the university system by pro
viding an educational program of high quality for qualified
students of the State who cannot be accommodated within exist
ing facilities, particularly those in the densely populated
lower east coast area. It is not necessary that all state
institutions conform to a common pattern to comprise a system
of higher education. Quite to the contrary, one_of_the merits
of a state system of higher education is the provision.of...diver
s"ified.. programs and the development. of distinctive character
is"tjs;s .. iILits _institutions. In accordance with this concept
the plans for the' new university embody a number of distinctive
features that will contribute to a program of excellence within
the financial resources the State can provide. To achieve excel
lence, the major emphasis will be placed on securing a faculty
of outstanding competence, the use of some of the newer tech
niques Ylhereby faculty resources can be used most effectively,
the organization of an educational program that will concen
trate on essential elements, and the delegation of a large
responsibility to students for their education."

The plan placed primary emphasis on the development of

strong programs in the arts and sciences. It further provided

for the development of areas of professional study and advanced

graduate study. In the years between the approval of the BRUMBAUGH

REPORT (1961) and the admission of the first students in the
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fall of 1964, a nwnber of consultants worked with administrators

and faculty who were hired to help develop the programs and pre

pare for the opening of the institution. More than 50% of the

current faculty 1;V'ere hired during the early years of the oper-

ation of the institution and came with a set of expectations

as to what the purpose of the institution would be, namely

high quality teaching and continuing research activity, such

activity to be related to the intellectual atmosphere of the

teaching programs of the institution. Furthermore, the BRUMBAUGH

REPORT directed that the institution be boldly experimental,

particularly with reference to the utilization of such new

media as televised instruction, computer-assisted instruction,

and other forms of programmed learning. The early enrollments

of the institution did not correspond to the predictions that

had been made by the planning commission. Subsequent studies

clearly indicated that the original projections were based on

faulty assUDlptions and totally inadequate data along with fail

ure by the planners to recognize that the location of the campus

was too far to provide for easy con~uting by students from the
,.-

dense population areas that existed in the middle sixties. Un-

fortunately, though the institution was supposed to be boldly

experimental, subsequent legislative appropriations never pro-

vided for significant funds to underwrite such experimentation.

/ The only exception was with respect to the operation of the

Learning Resources Center, which was organized around television

production. Many attempts were made to experiment with the new

media but the results here proved to be essentially the same as

the results which have been found at many other institutions
"" 1-.•

throughout the country" you: have experimented in the same fashion.
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At the upper and graduate levels of instrOction, the rapid obsol-

escence of the subject matter that makes up the curricula of the

various programs of the Institution destroys the cost effective-
•

ness of material prepared for presentation by the new media.- ---- Our

own extensive studies have convinced us that these media are use-

ful as supplements to more traditional educational techniques

but clearly do not permit teaching more students with fewer fac-

'\. ulty economically.

As mentioned earlier, 50% of the present faculty were hired

under the assumption that there would be strong programs in the

professional areas and at the advanced degree level. The recruit-

ment of most faculty, including this early group, was done with a

principal criterion that they be qualified to direct graduate

work. This is reflected in the fact that the Institution has a

significantly high portion of its faculty qualified with terminal

degrees in their areas of specialization.

From 1964 through 1969, everyone in the Institution had

every reason to believe that there would be an orderly develop-

ment of doctoral programs throughout most areas of the Institution.

If one were to review the annual reports requested by the Board

office which called for time tables for the development of grad-

uate programs, one would see that it is reasonable to expect that

the faculty would continue to believe that the Institution's major

mission would be multi-purpose and oriented toward graduate and

professional studies.

In 1969, CODE Phase 1 was published and with it emerged a

series of quantitative criteria that had been developed for the

purpose of evaluating proposals from all of the institutions for
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new programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. It was

at that time that FAU was about ready to submit several requests

for approval of doctoral programs. Physics, psychology, biolog

ical sciences, and political science were the first to be sub

mitted. Because of changes in Federal funding supporting insti

tutions of higher learning, the State University System declared

a moratorium on new graduate programs and the faculty at FAU have

had to readjust their expectations. Other changes external to

the Institution began to emerge requiring that the Institution

undergo a careful reanalysis of its goals, objectives, and pro

gram emphases. In June of 1971, the Institution began an inten

sive academic audit of its programs. Each dean, department chair

person, and program director made a formal presentation that

included a history and review of the program, its current status,

its plans for future development, and what would be required for

meeting program objectives. That audit has resulted in the Insti

tution reconceptualizing its internal structure as well as its

mission and systematic shifts in support have been brought about

to optimize program productivity which has included the elimination

of some programs, the de-emphasis of some programs, the strength

ening of other programs, and the redirection and merging of still

others.

The decision to create another upper level State-supported

institution in Dade County required a further series of adjustments

with regard to the role and scope of FAU. In fact, we were con

vinced that there would be a major drop in enrollment with the

opening oc Florida International University. We were surprised

when their initial enrollment was 5,500 students and we lost only

about 200 FTE's. Reflecting on why the impact of the opening of
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FlU was as small as it was led us to recognize that there was a

significant body of potential students who either couldn't or

wouldn't travel any great distance to pursue higher educational

objectives. It was at that point that we began to systematically

plan exporting our academic programs to instructional centers

throughout our 5ervi~e region. We opened the Fort Lauderdale

Center and we inherited the West Palm Beach Center from the

University of Florida's dismantled Genesys program. We conducted

a demographic study of our service region and projected the pop

ulation shifts that would occur over the next 10 years. At the

same time, we did ~n intensive survey of both our own students

and students attending the junior colleges from which we draw

most of our student body. This latter survey was designed to

provide us with information regarding the bases on which students

made their choice as to what institution to attend, as well as

what academic programs were of primary interest. For two years

now, we have shifted support within divisions of the University,

as well as to instructional centers throughout our service region.

The dramatic increase in enrollment during the current academic

year has, in large part, been due to this change in operation and

re-emphasis on programs that have high productivity potential.

We recognize that some part of this increase is the result of

the general economic changes that have occurred throughout the

country and our disproportionately large increase leads us to

believe that our planned development has been a significant factor

in our growth.

For the past three years, it has been the policy of the Insti

tution to recall positions that became vacant for one" reason or
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another and reassign them to the areas where the greatest poten-

tial growth was anticipated. Fortunately, when the operating

budget for 1974-75 was released and we were forced to take a

reduction of 17.5 man-year positions, we were able to do so

mainly through the use of the positions that were in the central

pool. We had every reason to believe that our enrollment was

going to increase this year, which it did, and that there would

be a rest~ration of these positions sometime after the fall enroll

ment figures were finalized for the entire State University System.

This, of course, did not happen and we have not been able to Sh~t
support into our most rapidly growing areas. In anticipation that

economic conditions may well require that we live with a steady

state budget, at lea~for another year, we are currently conduct-

ing another program audit in order to determine additional areas

that should be phased out or merged, and provide for a shift of

resources that our forecasts of program growth required.

Since we have been told to anticipate a further reduction in

the number of faculty positions for next year, we have directed

each of the colleges to reprogram the use of their assigned man-

year positions in the light of specific reductions in areas where

they are called for. We are doing everything we can to avoid ful-

filling our reduction commitments simply through attrition. If we

were to use attrition. our most productive programs would be the

most likely ones to suffer. Since the Board of Regents Manual

provides faculty members with protection from dismissal without

adequate notice, we are trying to complete our current evaluative

process and program faculty reductions in non-productive areas

within the time constraints of non-renewal of employment that now
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exist. This means that mainly those people who are entitled to

one year's notice will receive such notice before June 1, 1975.

Therefore. some of the reallocation of resources ';vill be delayed

accordingly.

The present funding formulae used for the allocation of re

sources to the nine State Universities needs significant modifica

tion to take into account that the four upper level institutions

are in many ways very different from the five other institutions.

It should be clear to ?nyone that the upper level institutions

are not being supported in a fashion that is appropriate to their

economic characteristics. We are hopeful that the present studies

regarding funding formulae will result in allocations that recog

nize institutional variations.
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To assess accurately the impact which the Governor's recon~ended

budget for 1975-76 would have on Florida Atlantic University, one

must first take into consideration the state of the University as

it approaches the 1975-76 year.

During the current year, the University experienced a 17 percent

increase in headcount enrollment and a 9 percent increase in FTE

enrollment. Moreover, the University entered the year with a loss

of 17.5 faculty man-year positions. The net result was that with

a smaller faculty than it had the previous year, the University

taught and counseled approximately 1,000 more students per quarter .

This situation was made even more difficult by a rise of about

12 percent in the cost of nearly everything that had to be pur

chased to keep the University operating, and by a reduction in

its approved budget of about 2.5 percent. Only through effecting

extremely rigid economies has the University been able to keep

its expenditures within authorized levels.

Perhaps the most serious aspect of the University's posture

today is that the morale of its faculty and staff has dropped to

a distressingly low level. This situation has resulted largely

from increased workloads which have been required, the failure of

the State to provide salary increments consistent with increases

in living costs, and the sharp curtailment in program support

made necessary by reductions in a budget which was inadequate before

it was cut.

If the University were entering the 1975-76 year under a more

favorable set of conditions, the impact the Governor's recommended
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budget would have on it would be less injurious that it will be

now. However, I must tell you in all candor that to look forward

to 1975-76 with funding on the same reduced level that was pro-

vided this year gives me grave concern.

The University expects another significant increase in enroll-

ment in 1975-76. It appears too that the costs of everything that

it takes to run a university will continue to increase. In addi-

tion, the University has been told that it will lose another 13

faculty man-year positions. This in reality will mean a reduction

of about 21 faculty positions, since the 13 positions have to be

returned at the all-ranks average, and most of the vacancies that

will occur will be with positions that have a lower salary rate

than the all-ranks average.

With the loss of these positions, and the expense and oeo allo-

cations which will be required because of their loss, approximately

60 teaching sections will have to be cancelled for the year. This

will mean that many of the sections which are not cancelled will

be overloaded and that some courses which are now being offered

will not be taught at all.

The impact of this loss can be illustrated by the following

examples:

a. Enrollments in Accounting and Computer Systems, two
of the University's fastest growing programs, will
have to be limited.

b. A program in Broward County for the training of teachers
of emotionally disturbed students will have to be can
celled.

c. Purchase of needed equipment for engineering laborator
ies will have to be postponed another year, forcing a
reduction in the number of laboratory sections taught.
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d. Enrollment in the Department of Communication, the
fastest growing program in the College of Humanities,
will have to be curtailed.

e. Laboratory courses in science will have to be shifted
from "hands-on" experiments to demonstrations, and
the number of field trips offered in science courses
will have to be sharply reduced.

f. About 20 percent of the University's journal and per
iodical subscriptions will have to be cancelled. This
will create a gap that will cost about $100,000 to
fill a year later, if it can be filled at all.

g. Growth in enrollment and the range of programs offered
at the Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach Centers
will be sharply curtailed.

The impact the recommended budget would have on the non-aca

demic areas of the University is as follows:

1. The services of 6 to 10 Career Service employees
would have to be terminated.

2. The use of vehicles used in patrolling for security
purposes and all other gas-burning machines would have
to be drastically reduced.

3. Pickups of garbage and trash would be reduced by 50
percent.

4. Grounds maintenance would be reduced to a point of
actual danger of losing valuable sod, shrubs, and
trees.

5. All buildings on the campus would have to be closed on
weekends and by 10 p.m. every week night.

6. Support services for the University Center, dormitor
ies, student recreation facilities, and special events
would have to be sharply reduced.

7. The Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach Centers would
have to curtail their operations in order to effect
reductions in the use of utilities.

It appears then that this budget would threaten any sensible

maintenance of the University's buildings, the sanitation and

safety of the campus, and other services essential to an effect-

ive environment for teaching and learning on the campus and at the

Centers.
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Lastly, in the face of continuing inflation and no salary

increases, and in view of the fact that a significant number of

faculty make less than $14,800, an amount which represents a

minimum sum for a moderate standard of living for a family of

four, the University would lose several of its most competent

and productive faculty. Contrary to what some persons may believe,

there are many job opportunities for outstanding faculty.

In addition, the morale of those who will not leave will

worsen, making the task of developing and maintaining an environ-

ment which encourages imaginative teaching, creativity, scholar-

ship and learning an even more difficult one to accomplish.

(Statement made by G. L. Creech, President, Florida Atlantic University,
Monday, April 28, 1975.)
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It is a very great pleasure for me to greet you here

today and to express the official gratitude of the University

for your continued and continuing service. This annual convocation

of faculty and staff has become in my mind one of the most pleasant

of campus occasions.

Confidentially, I must admit that there are moments when

I wonder if it is all worth the effort and if there is a real

appreciation in the public mind of the contribution that education

makes toward the betterment of our lives. At such times, I

reflect on the many fine men and women who have stayed with Florida

Atlantic University through all of its problems and triumphs,

and I am encouraged.

Today we add 41 to the list of those who have served

for ten years. And we add seventy eight to the list of those

who have served five years. We now have 153 persons who have

been with FAU since its earliest years.

You are the men and women who provide continuity to our

growth.

In our ever-increasingly mobile society, many people advance

by moving from one position to another, often as not in widely

scattered locations. This has been very true for people in

education during the last two decades. But from an institutional

standpoint, strength comes from those people who make a commitment

and who stay to carry out the plans and the programs which they

help to create. You are such people and I commend you and thank
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you.

Please do not think that I am unaware of the critical

financial crunch all of us are caught in. No one wishes more

than I do that I could reinforce my words with action. Certainly,

it is almost embarrassing to be praising you for your efforts

in a year when we have been unable to give any merit increase

at all. But that is simply a fact of life and it becomes all

the more vital for us to let you know that your continuing

efforts are recognized and appreciated.

For the first time this year, we have a short program

to present~ part of this meeting and later I hope to be able

to greet many of you personally at the reception.

Now, to introduce the program, I am happy to present

our vice president for administrative affairs, Roger H. Miller.
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THE STOCK TRANSFER ASSOCIATION, INC.

EJlabliJhtd 1911

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THOMAS W. STANLEY, Pmidtl/t
Vic~ Presiden,
Morgln GUI"'"', Trun Company of Ne.. Yo;1<

Nu" yo,k. Nu< York

June 20, 1975
203/244-4559

CLAYTON M. NICHOLSON. Viu Pmid",t
Vic. PresideD'
a..miul B.,,~

Ne.. Y<Hk, Ne.. York

EDWARD J. McNAMARA, Simla..]
AlIi",n, 5=••••, '" A"i"ont T.euu.e'
Bethlehem S<<<l CorPOralion

Ne.. YOlk, Ne... YOlk

Dr. Glenwood L. Creech, Pres~dent

Florida' Atlantic University
500 NW 20th Street
Boca Raton, Florida 33432

Dear Dr. Creech:

WILLIAM H. McCOACH, Trf/IJlmr
Vice President
1n""111 Trun Comp,or

Ne.. Yorlr, Ne... York

MATTHEW J. O'REILLY, .'fJ/1 Su'y.AJJ', Trw.
Vice President
The Chue MUlhalll" Blnk, N.A.

N... York. Ne'" York

ROBERT H. BARBCR
1'"n,r.........nt
Sun Oil ComPlny

Philadelphia, PcnnlJlnnia

It was a pleasure speaking with you the other day
and I thank you for accepting our invitation to
welcome members of the Stock Transfer Association
to their Annual Convention.

J
AS I indicated on the telephone, the convention
will begin at 9:00 A.M. on Thursday, November 20
and generally a welcome speech of five minutes or
so is sufficient.

,
\

I
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There are approximately 650 members in our Associa-
ti6n wi th abo'ut-,~5(r~agteild:lP:L,~~~::¢~:~:;;:e~JJ2i", •
Laaies are invited to attend the opening session.
We have had two conventions in Boca Raton, 1970 and
1971 so our people are famili~~~~~th the area.

//" PR~~/:.~' J/.o'

(;:/IIECE,l'/LO "j;,
\ \
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I would like to give you a little history about our
Association which might be helpful in preparing
your speech. The Association was started in 1911
a n!-.~_~ ,..7~mp,~ i..:; ~:J' ;"..f~!! i!.~~:~1n['!r.aF r,,J.R r:p.9J..~J ..;;g,"n"s
tHrougl.l:Qu't' tHe 1Jriited. State..a.,.a.n.d....C.a,a.ada. Our busi
n e s sis thes~ervB~G_('~~h.iV~:$J).Q~,h-a,.cc~n.t..~..l..~,i""'
p u.!>~~yneT~.:...~<ix-p..Q!, <,l,F,.j..O,Qs~, ••_~, .....~,:_...,.t~~~,!,~~,e r~~?..£ k
or Donds, maintenance of the name an~ adaress of
t h e s Ii a re l1o'ld~er :~-cr:i.sb-u"r·seni"eti"t:-·o~f"'·(rfvl (ren"a~sana- rna i I
i~ol-.t~.t.fiat"'repor tsana'''p~o'~ie~ ".~ .. 'Y 0' u -Jili'g'ht-'re ca 1
that'--t'he p~p1:r-"crun'c1i~"'generated in 1968 and 1969 by
the tremendous volume of stock .being traded on the
various stock exchanges received quite a bit of
notariety in the papers. The back office operation
of brokerage firms and stock transfer agents were
caught in the middle of this excessive trading. The
Congress is now looking into regulation of the
securities industry.

ARTHUR F. SMITH
Assi".n. SeerelllJ" & AssiJtant T,euurC'f
TalCO Inc,

New York, New YO(k

THOMAS RUSHFORTH
Vice Pre.ide .
M.nuflcr", H.no.C'f TrIO.. Comp.n,.

New York, New York

THOMAS 0: MACDONALD, JR,
Tr.nlrC'f A,ent
GCIIC'f&l MOlon CorI>OfOlion

New YOlk, New York

AU;llInt Treuurc<
Am..icln Telephone & Tele,r'Jlh Compo.. ,.

Ne... York, New YOlk

A, PHILLIP LUSE

JAMES E. GASKIN
Vice PrCJidern
B.nkC'f1 T,u", Compln,.

New YOlk, New Yo,k

THOMAS J. BYRNE
Vice !>fe.iden,
The N"ional Sh....mut Blnk of BOilon

BoIlOn, M.n.chule,,"

VICTOR L BEDINGFIELD
~ond Vice Ptnidcm
Con.inen,"llllinois Na.ional Blnk
'" T,uII CompoR, of Chico,"

ChicllO, IUino"

WILLIAM R. BARNErr
Vice President & Trim Otl'iCtl
Wdl. fugo Blnk

San Francitc:o. Californi,

BRUC-E B. UPSHALL
Assi.,.nt Gcn,,"l Man.,cr
Ca...d. P..mln.nt TrIOS! Comp.n,.

T OlOn,O, Can.da



It is a distinct pleasure for me to welcome you to the third convention you

have held in Boca Raton. 1 have been here only since 1973, but already I find

myself thoroughly enamored of the city. It is a lovely spot to visit - and a

wonderful place to live.

This observation of course is not mine alone. In 1963, when. the University

which 1 have the privilege of heading was still just an idea on the planning boards,

there were only same 6000 persons living in Boca Raton. This marvelous Hotel

was open only during the Season, and therE! was little to disturb the quiet Village

atmosphere during the off season.

Today there are about 60,000 persons living in Baca Raton and its immediate

vicinity. We know that for many of these people, the establishment of a major state

university was a contributing factor in their decision to settle here. Our good

neighbor to the west, IBM, fallowed us here and also strengthened the city 1 s

economic base, as have numerous other clean industries.

Boca Raton boasts more brokerage houses per capita than any other community

in the country - and it is widely told that one in every 43 persons here is a millionaire.

Of course, with stack prices the way they are, some of those millionaires may be

Ittottering on the brink, II but in a world in which everything is relative, this is a

wealthy community.

When the United States of America celebrates its Bicentennial in 1976, the

Boca Raton Hotel and Club will be celebrating its 50 anniversary. In early February

there will be a dinner commemorating the first elegant meal served here. There

were 50 persons in attendance. In 1976, the same china service will be used that

wa.s created for the Hotel back then. I hope that each of you will ..take time to tour

the Cloister section of the Hotel where there is a wealth of antiques and artifacts.

Of course,~ know what happened to the stack market shortly after the

Hotel's opening in 1926. ActI\tity here was at a standstill for a number of years.

Nowadays) despite sharp, fluctuations in the market, the possibility of sUl;;h utter

disaster is relatively very slight. This is, in measure, due to the activity of

organizations such as yours which have influenced legislation and established
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criteria which go a long way to insuring an honest open market place.

While you are here in Boca Raton, r hope that you will drive through our

campus. While you do, try to envision what illool<ed like 13 years ago when it

was still the site of an abandoned wartime 8i r base.

Visit, if you have time, Boca Ratonrs lovely Spanish River Park, just north

of here on the ocean/and remember that in recent years the residents of this city

have voted millions of dollars in bond financing to purchase oceanfront property,

so that we may preserve a bit of natural splendor for coming generations.

11 m sure that \jou will go through the" lovely shops of the Royal Palm Plaza

whIch are always full of wonderful items and lovely decorations in this pre

Christmas season.

In short, I wish you a successful conference, a fine holida\j, and the hope

that \jau wIll retLrn often.
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